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= *#iEbe Colonist. ed, and utterly woe-begone. We are not 
sorry that the laud’ has dealt so well 
with them,.1 but we cannot shut our 
eyes to the, fact that each of .these men 
is the most powerful agent for the pro
motion of immigration from India to 
Canada that could be devised. The 
Colonist has never attempted to 
ceal its reasons ' for opposing Oriental 
immigration with all its power. It is 
the very thing which these Hindus 
demonstrate, namely that, hopeless as 
they seem when first they come here, 
in a short time they can get their feet 
under them, and if they come in great 
numbers they will inevitably drive 
white labor out of the country. If 
anr" one supposes that the’ white race 
will give up British Columbia without 
a struggle he is badly mistaken. A col
lision will be certain tOkOccur and when 

-it comes it will be felt in India. We 
ask our critics if they do not believe 
it wise to take such steps now as will 
prevent any such collision, 
allow fancied vanity on the part of 
Japan to stand in the way of our en
acting such laws as will preserve our 
country for ourselves? Must we for 
fear of offending our .ally keep an 
open door through which the gravest 
of all dangers may enter the Empire? 
With all respect to Japan, we venture 
to question the value of an alliance 
which would call for such a sacrifice.

not told by Solomon that “Man Is 
born unto trouble, as the sparks fly 
Upward." But, however' much 
may feel a sense of impotence, 
must not stand idly by andrwltness the 
soul-searing spectacle of the ranks of 
the human family! being decimated as 
a result of the operation of the canker 
of despair. What we can do, we 
know not, but to have acknowledged 
that we ought to concern ourselves 
about so momentous a question is at 
least the turning of our faces in the 
right direction.
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A Striking Illustration.
The United States navy department 

estimates that 8,000 mechanics will be 
rendered idle in Atlantic ports by the 
departure of the fleet for the Pacific. 
Such things suggest the extent of the 
waste on naval armament.—Toronto 
Globe.
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WOH'T WORRY YOU, IF YOU HAVE ONE OF THESE :
|^AST WINTER, when the cold snap struck this town, there was a rush to - 

this store for Foot Warmers. We sold our whole stock in short order, and '
besides—our stock of Foot Warmers for buggies, < 
sleighs, etc. When they couldn’t get the “ real \ 
thing,” they wanted something as near like it as \ 
possible. They knew they couldn’t get anything 
'better—because there isn’t.

■ If you have ever used one of our BOULTON 
FOOT-WARMERS, you know how much superior they are to all other kinds. 
You know what a lot of comfort you get for such a small outlay of cash. The - 
cost very little, and they’ll.last a lifetime. First cost is the only cost, too. W 
lately received a big shipment of these, and we advise that you get one 
Should the thermometer suddenty 'drop, our whole stock will disappear in 
It’s better to be prepared than sorry. Act now !

Two Sizes at, Each, $1.00 and $1.25

60 ■o Symptoms of Dry Rot.
Reports from Ottawa say there Is dis

satisfaction among Liberal meçibers of 
Parliament over recent appointments to 
the cabinet, the senate and other posi
tions of usefulness or emolument. It can ! 
be understood, also, why this is the case, j 
At the same time, it is a bad thing i 
for the party that evidences of soreness j 
should be made public. When a party j 
begins to think more of office-getting 
than of duty, its day is nearly done.—• ! 
Montreal Gazette.
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4BRITISH OPINION
III

THE ORIENTAL DEBATE.
London Times—BecauseThe Montreal Star treats the dis

cussion in tile House of Commons on 
tne Oriental influx as an effort on the 
part of the British Columbia members 

* “to set themselves right with their 
constituents on the Japanese immi
gration question/’ and it expresses its 
regret that “so delicate a question 
should be^ dragged into the turmoil of 
party politics at alt” By what process 
of reasoning 
ther conclusion that the British Colum
bia members brought the subject up as 
a matter of party politics is beyond our 
comprehension. The gentlemen, who 
spoke, were all Liberals, and their ob
servations, 90 far as they had any 
political complexion at all, were an 
arraignment of the Liberal adminis
tration. We 1 do not think that either 
of them will dissent from the propo
sition that to score a political point 
against Sir Wilfrid Laurier would be 
the last thing1 they would have in their 
minds. They were not making capital 
against the Conservatives! because 

‘ Mr. Borden has placed himself on re
cord far more in accordance with their 
views than Sir Wilfrid Laurier has. 
We can well believe that Messrs. 
Smith, Sloan, Macpherson, et al, are 
quite as concerned about the proper 
repair of their political fences as any 
one else, and that they have not been 
unmindful of the possible effect of 
their remarks upon the mind$ of the 
electors, whose votes 
soliciting before very long, 
of the Starvofflee mankind have a cer
tain proportion of human frailty, and 
will ‘continue to have it until the end 
of the chapter. But we find no diffi
culty in conceding to the Liberal re
presentatives what we claim for our
selves, namely a sense of responsibil
ity in connection with this subject, 
which far transcends party allegi
ance. ~

The London Tînmes in an article re
produced on Page i 5 of this issue, seemsr 
to regard the whole Oriental question 
as something having its genesis in the 
labor organizations, and as being kept 
alive by them. There never was a 
greater mistake. This agitation 
gains its strength from its advocacy 
by men, who are able to approach it 
without prejudice, and in many cases 
would, if they permitted self-interest 
to control their opinions, be found 
strong advocates of Asiatic immigra
tion. Our arm-chair critics in Mon
treal and London would change their 
views, if they would take the trouble 
to study the situation on the ground, 
Their attitude reminds us of the 
criticisms that used to be launched by 
the same class of people concerning 
the conduct of the Boer war. It is 
infinitely easier to generalize at 
safe distance than out on. the firing 
line. British Columbia is the firing 
line in a great racial conflict. It will 
we hope be a peaceful conflict. It can 
be a peaceful conflict, if good 
prevails among those 
welfare of the country in their hands.

Referring again to the Oriental de
bate we quote firom the Star:

g.,matter of our foreign re
lationships; and,if we are ever to. 
play a dignified part as a nation among 
nations in the world, we must learn 
to treat questions affecting our rela
tions with other nations, with more 
restraint. They are not legitimate 
fields for party attack or party de
fence. It is inconceivable that a de
bate should be precipitated in the 
British Commons on the relations, say, 
of Britain to Germany at the very 
time when a special British Envoy 
in Berlin negotiating, .with the Kaiser’s 
Government on .the. precise point at 
issue. None but 
politics would be guilty of 
blunder.

, for some
weeks past there has been no anti- 
Oriental rioting in California or Brit
ish Columbia, people are apt to imag
ine that the racial difficulty is settled, 
or is settling itself. The letter from 
°Uï.i,SpecIal corr€8P0n<Aent, which we 
Polish this morning, is a reminder 
that this is far from the truth. . . it 
is admitted that the state of feeling 
on the Pacific coast, American and 
Canadian, is such that some kind of 
regulations will have to be made by 
which Oriental immigration may be 
kept under government control. What 
that control should be, and flow the 
amour propre of so powerful a nation 
as Japan Is to be respected, are ques
tions which will need all the diplomacy, 
all the tact, of which eafch side is <?ap- 
h? ** TWe may resrard it as certain 
that Japan will not consent to , any 
treaty excluding Japanese or Asiatic 
as such. The west cannot expect to 
build the kind of wall of exclusion 
with which Japan surrounded herself 
in the old days, and which the west 
beat down by force some forty years 
ago. If Asiatic immigration is to be 
controlled, it must be by some more 
tolerable method, a method less deep
ly offensive to the pride of a nation 
that has lately proved Its strength In 
a struggle agâinst all the power of- 
Russia. It is possible that a solution 
might be found on the analogy of Au
stralian législation, which, though cal 
dictated mainly by the same jealousy 
of Asiatic labor competition, has not 

found inadmissible by Tokio. 
That legislation at least offers a pre
cedent and precedents are invaluable 
m diplomacy. # Moreover, if something 
°f the kind can be arranged, it is 
sible that in course of time the com
mon sense .of the dwellers on the Pa
cific coast, the sense of what their 
own interests Imperatively 
may come to outweigh the selfish 
guments of the agitators and the làbor 
party. It may even penetrate that 
party itself, «and gradually convert it 
to the view *hat a . plentiful supply of 
such- unskilled labor as will develop, 
the elementary resources of the coun
try will meair not less but more work 
ror the skilled 1 white workman, not 
ower wages but ultimately higher, not 

less prosperity but

I

Must we

Not Over Tet.
Those who think that the crisis is 

over between the United States and 
Japan had better wait a little- A Wash
ington correspondent talks very learned
ly about the effect of a determined at
titude and show of force upon the Ori- 
netal character. There is some truth in 
that. But the Oriental has another 
pleasing characteristic. He is never so 
polite, so ingratiating, so humble as 
when fie is contriving one of those strat
agems which, when wq sing the national 
anthem, we ask a High 
found, one of those knavish tricks whose 
frustration we consider so desirable.—• 
Winnipeg Telegram.

Socialism In England. -
The danger by which England is said 

to be threatened at. this moment is 
neither war, bankruptcy, nor disintegra
tion. According to a writer who signs 
himself “Zarathustra" in The Westmin
ster Review (London) it is Socialism, 
possibly revolutionary Socialism. The 
spread of Socialism in England during 
the last decade has indeed been phe
nomenal, and, as this write* observes, 

< whereas ten years ago it was rare to 
meet a man of the 
was a Socialist, today they are to be 
numbered by tens of thousand*. The 
present condition of the massés fh Eng
land is characterized by profound dis
content., England has come to a criti- 

turning-point. “Yonder rising 
storm-cloud is big with mischief, big 
with change. He would indeed be a 
hasty man who would commit himself 
to the opinion that it is merely a pass
ing shadow."—Winnipeg Tribune.
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■i the Star has arrived at

Our evening contemporary thinks 
that the government has waited until 
the eleventh hour before withdrawing 
unstaked timber from license, 
contemporary’s clock is fast it "Is not 
more than three o’clock.

now. 
a rush.er Power to con-

Our

The question involved in the Indian 
reserves has been brought prominently 
to the front by a speech by Mr. Oli
ver in the House, of. Commons, 
will deal with the matter on a future 
occasion, but for the present will only 
say that we think the Secretary for 
the Interior takes in at least 
sential particular, an erroneous view 
of the case.

A Wire Mat is What You Need This Weather
A SUPERIOR ARTICLE

We

There is nothing in the Mat Line that 
beat the Wire Mat in protecting the house from 
muddy shoes of children and grown folks. 
These mats are madè of best galvanized steel 
wire, peculiarly woven, so that although \ 
may roll it up like a piece of carpet it will, when 
in use, remain perfectly flat as a mat, with no 
curled corners to trip those who trample it.

In Mats, or by 
the Yard

one es- can

middle class who
The movement for Sunday observ

ance is gathering, strength in the 
United States at wonderful speed. As 
a newspaper, which is careful to avoid 
anything which interferes with the due 
observance of the day of rest, the 
Colonist is in full sympathy with the 
movement, which taken in connection 
with the anti-saloon

"U

they will be 
Outside STS'

< WIRE MATS, size 16 in. x 24 in., at, each.... 1.35 
( WIRE MATS, size 18 x 30 in., at, each............ 1.75 WIRE MATS, size 22 in. x 36 in., at, each. .. .$2.50 

I WIRE MATS, size 26 in. x 48 in., at, each..$4.0(1
THE BEST QUALITY COCOA DOOR MATS—PRICED FAIR

crusade, may 
nave very far-reaching effects.

o
The Berlin telegrams, telling of 

thousands of children who are on the 
verge of starvation perennially, make 
appalling reading.

Real Business of Parliament.
The HoXise of Commons has got down 

to real business in good time this sea
son. It is doubtful if the members of 
Parliament look upon it in this light, 
but that is just what the voting of 
supply is. In this we mean much more 
than that the power ot the purse has 
been the means of winning our political 
liberties. The power of the purse is 
still the most effective weapon left the 
Oifl>osftion' in parliamentary warfare for 
-forcing the government to grant redress 
of grievances. _u

It is quite true that the growth of 
caucus and the solidity of government 
majorities in these days' has seriously 
whittled away tha; value of debate to 
Parliament. Obstruction Is still, how
ever  ̂a power, and it can be used most 
effectively in the discussion over the 
estimates. There are very few meas
ures that the government cannot afford 
to sacrifice, once they have obtained the 
wherewithal for carrying on the admin
istration for another year. But, while 
the money hangs In the balance, the 
Opposition can make things very awk
ward for them by the simple process 
of untiring ‘talking over the items.

fairly well appreciated 
in parliamentary circles: hence some 
part of the spring discussion usually 
hangs on pretty*clone to the end of the 

Bsion. Therqj; i% another sense in 
which supply , Jar t*e, real business of 
Parliament whicn is^not so well appre
ciated. That is that \Parliament comes 
closer to the real life of the people 
in this than In most of the processes 
of' legislation. The effect of any par
ticular law must always be doubtful and 
is almost always less than is expected 
The manner in which the means of car
rying on government is taken from the 
people, and the methods by which it is 
expended, affect the whole economic life 
of the nation. In the criticism of this 
part of the government’s policy the Op
position, therefore, have a task of vital 
Import to the people. The mere scoring 
of partisan advantage is a waste of an 
opportunity and 
trust.
enough: they should*be prepared to chal
lenge the government on particular 
votes. It may. seepi like endangering 
local interests of the party, but it is 
not the only way to convince the people 
of the sincerity of professions of econ
omy. And wise economy—the use of the 
national resources in the best way is 
wanted at this stage to tide over the 
depression which in our vigorous coun
try can be np more tl\an temporary.— 
Montreal Star.

SKELETON DOOR MATS, in several sizes, ranging 
in price, from $1.50 down to..

HEAVY COCOA MATS—Fine wear resisting kinds. 
Many sizes ranging in price from $4.00 down

90c

SUPERIOR QUALITY THIN COCOA MATS-A 
fine lot of best quality cocoa mats. Thin. Good
Low in price, at, each, $5.50 down to...........*1.25

WOOL BORDERED COCOA MATS—A great stock 
of these in several sizes, at, from, each, $2.75 down 
to..................................................................... $1.25

pos-
85c

. _ . Nevertheless, we
near nothing of any decrease in the 
preparations of Germany for war. Mil
lions are available to keep in order 
a vast machine for killing people, hut 
the poor may starve. And this is at 
the close of the year of grace 1907.

‘ .That the Chinese are not the docile 
--"hewers of wood and drawers of wat
er" which some of our good friends, 
who, a short time ago were agitating 
to ha-ve the head tax removed, 
would have us believe, is shown by 
the fact that some of them are prac
ticing the art of the footpad, and 
robbing white men. Of course it 
would be unfair not to say that thV 
majority of the Chinese resident in 
this city are law-abiding; but that is 
not the point. The, incident to which 
we have alluded is calculated to alarm 
thoughtful persons who realize what a 
grave danger would menace the com
munity were the Asiatics to develop

theii- very ' mo vement s—and how-;great - 
Iv these characteristics would hamper 
the police, can easily be imagined.

Thomas W. Lawson Is going to 
PoI|tlcaI party in the 

Lnitea states, atld. Mr. Roosevelt is 
to be its candidate 'for the presidency. 
It is not easy to know whether - to 
take Mr. Lawson seriously or not The 
fashion is to say that he is an un
important factor In affairs, an adver
tiser, who plays upon public credulity 
in order to feather his own nest. But" 
we are not as sure of this as some 
other people. A good many changes 
nave come about -since Lawson began 
the publication of "Frenzied Finance" 
Perhaps they did not all come about 
lust as he expècted, but we believe 
.he did more . to , unsettle public con
fidence in the financial institutions 
and methods pursued in the United 
States than any one else. What suc
cess he will meet in his endeavor to 
organize a new .political party, no one 
can tell, but almost every disinterested 
observer admits that a new party is 
needed in the United States and need
ed badly. As to the probabiltiy of Mr. 
Roosevelt becoming a candidate under 
the aegis of Mr. Lawson we should 
suppose it is exceedingly remote; but 
the Roosevelt cult has not spent its 
force and one never can tell what 
happen.

demand.
toar-

What About a Winter Floor Covering?
PUT LINOLEUM ON YOUR KITCHEN FLOOR NOW

Fall and Winter seasons mean “Mud” and much worry for 
the housewife who likes to keep the floor clean and nice. It 
is so much easier to clean and to keep_clean the kitchen floor if 
it is covered with oilcloth or linoleum, and it costs so little that 
every kitchen floor should be covered. Get “FIRST QUAL
ITY,” and get it here, and you’ll never regret the outlay. 
PRINTED LINOLEUMS^

range in price up from, per 
square yard................40d
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more.

London Standard—That the country 
as a whole should, with but a partial 
and- an ineffective protest, tacitly 
dorste the grave reductions in the 
Fleet, and tamely contemplate its pro
gressive disorganization and demoral- 
ization, is hardly an encouraging cir- 
cams tance. But that both Parliament 
and the country should, at the same 
time, permit, without a word of re
monstrance, the Government to submit 
proposals to The Hague conference. 
Whose mere 'prosposition is a national 
humiliation, and whose adoption and 
ratification would cut away the very 
foundations of maritime power—this, 
we cannot but reflect; is of an evil 
augury. In another and a more vigor
ous age, it is the plain truth that Sir 
Henry Campbell-Bannerman would 
have been impeachéd. Today, his ex
pressed determination to reduce “pro
vocative expenditure” is the theme of 
his friends’ adulation; while his poli
tical opponents are content to let mat
ters take ^their course. Mr. Bellairs 
speaks, as one not without hope, of an 
“Impending naifel crisis.” But the na
tion has been confronted with such a 
crisis for the last twelve months—to 
go no further back; and the awaken
ing anticipated by Mr. Bellairs 
come , too late.

en- J".

INLAID LINOLEUMS, 
at, per square yard, $1.50, 
$1.25 and .. .... $1.00

This truth is
a
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who have the There’s
Another Holiday 
—New Year’s

Your China 
Closet is Yearning 
For These :

<c>>

This is

Ml

And it has its redeem
ing features, even though 
some people say we have 
too many holidays.

One of its good points 
is thait it 
days after the greatest 
gift-exchanging day in the 
calendar, and it gives one 
the opportunity of making 
amends for any oversight 
in gift-making at. Christ
mas—for such things hap
pen in the general excite
ment.

You can get more for 
the money this week, 
which will more than 
compensate for your over
sight in the mind of the 
recipient.

The holidays over, we 
must necessarily put 
house in order—clean up 
all the odd bits, that the 
inventory sheets may be 
less bulky.

A grand opportunity is 
presented to fill that space 
in the china closet, long 
reserved for some special 
object. A genuine decisive 
reduction on all holiday 
merchandise still unsold— 
and we considered every 
piece a splendid value at 
its original price.

Come in early, as we 
expect this week’s end 
will find them gone.

' (A our
unfaithfulness to a 

Mere general cavilling is not

57,
was may

A Word to
Visiting
Housekeepers

comes seven
London Mofning Post.—If Liberals 

really had confidence in their own ca
pacity to deal with the Irish problem, 
they would not hesitate to put the 
agitators out of the way for a few 
years pending the pacification and re
generation of the country. With a con
tented generation, convinced by the 
experience of their daily lives that 
théir prosperity was bound up with the 
Union, the days of agrarian violence 
incited by politicians would be at An 
end. It is the duty of Unionists there
fore to couple their demand for the 
enforcement of law with a construc
tive policy to carry on the work begun 
by their own party of restoring agri
cultural prosperity to Ireland, 
prosperity would constitute 
guard of the Union unless it was felt 
that Home Rule would destroy it. Al
ready much has been done to increase 
the output of agricultural produce in 
Ireland. But Irish butter and Irish 
meat enter the markets of Great Brit
ain upon precisely the same terms as 
the produce not merely of the self- 
governing , dominions, but even of 
foreign countries, such as Denmark 
and the Argentine. The Irish are 
therefore justified in supposing that 
under Home Rule they would enjoy 
just the same facilities' in respect of 
markets as they do today. But, if the 
fiscal policy of the United Kingdom 
were such that all producers within 
this national circle enjoyed preference 
In the national market against all their 
oversea competitors, colonial or foreign, 
then Irish-agriculturists would be 
pelled to take a very different view 
about the Union. So far from the 
national and Imperial problems of 
Unionist policy being distinct in re
spect of the treatment they respective
ly require, tariff reform and prefer
ence are as necessary for the one pur
pose or for the other.

novices in world
such a

Such exhibitions .as these. are the 
most crushing comment on pur as
pirations to be called “a nation." We
will not be regarded by other nations

one of them until we grow up and 
learn to behave ourselves 
adult. So long as the eagerness of a 
set of local politicians to justify them
selves before their own constituents is 
held to override the rules that govern 
international courtesy in our high 
■fcourt of Parliament, we can talk as 
big as we like; "but those who know 
the rigor of the game wili smile at ôur 
assumption.

O Little Town of Bethlehem
O little town of Bethlehem,

How still we see thee lie!
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep 

The silent stars go by;
Yet in thy dark streets shlneth 

The everlasting Light;
The hopes and fears of all the 
#Are met in <hee tonight.

For Christ is born of Mary,
And, gathered all above.

While mortals sleep, the angels keep 
Their watch of wondering love.

O morning stars, together 
Proclaim the holy birth!

And praises sing to God the King, 
And peape to men on earth.

O holy Child of Bethlehem!
Descend to us, we pray;

Cast out our sin, and enter in,
Be born in us today.

Who hear the Christmas angels 
The great glad tidings tell;

Oh, come to us, abide with 
Our Lord Emmanuel!

as
like an

• Q Sbangers in the city are in
vited to make a tour of inspection 
through this establishment.

9 Every artistic housekeeper will 
< see beautiful pieces that she 

would like to own and there are 
innumerable special offerings to 
be profited by.

If purchases are decided upon 
we have facilities for safe packing 
to go any distance—but, every 
visitor is welcome to come and 
just look.

ÇI Come in and feel at home.

1

yearsmay

In our Christmas number; when re
ferring to Mr. D. W. Higgins’ political 
and editorial career, we omitted to deal 
with his brilliant literary achievements 
and to remind our readers that he is 
the author of two of the most charm
ing and readable works that have is
sued from the pen of a British Co
lumbian. We refer to "The Mystic 
Spring,” and “The Passing of a Race,” 
books that have had a wide sale and 
that are now unfortunately out of 
print. As a raconteur Mr. Higgins has 
few equals and no superiors in the 
Province, and his graphic, witty and 
romantic descriptions of events which 
happened forty and fifty years ago 
have been compared favorably with 
the work of the gifted Bret Harte. 
Stories taken from "The Mystic 
Spring,” have been translated for the 
German and French papers. The Col
onist is pleased to hear that new edi
tions of both works will soon he is
sued from the press of a New York 
publishing house to meet the local and 
foreign demand. They are books that 
will be read long after the author shall 
have nassed away. It Is intimated 
that Mr. Higgins has in preparation a 
new book to be entitled “Worshipping, 
the Golden Calf,” which will deal with 
the political, socidl and commercial 
history of British Columbia.

It is not enough to own 
half a continent and to be six million 
-strong to be a nation.

This is the language of “the superior 
person,” and if such people had their 
way British Columbia would simply 
become an outpost of the Orient. We 
read of the importance of maintain
ing a navy. We are told that the fish
eries of the world have been the 
schools of sailors. A good many col
umns have been written, and not in 
British Columbia only, telling how by 
and bye there would be trained in our 
waters the men, who would man the 
navy of the Empire. Today most of 
those, who are learning the arts of the 
sea in fishing craft on this western 
coast of Canada, are Japanese. They 
ha#re driven out the white men, and 
the same qualities, which have en
abled them to accomplish that regret
table thing, will enable Orientals to 
dispossess us from this land, unless 
steps are taken to keep them out.

It suits the Star and people whom 
it represents to ignore the facts. It 
suits them to believe that, after all 
has been said, we are a troublesome 
lot of people in this part of the Do
minion, who spend our time in skir
mishing for the support of the labor 
vote. The truth of the matter is that we 
are a people who realize that 
face to face with the greatest 
ment of modern times. Possibly 
may not always be as judicious 
might in dealing with it.

us sometimes use language 
that would not look well in an official 
despatch. But we are in the right 
and time will prove It. A strange 
feature of the case Is the fact that 
our critics choose to regard the whole 
question as one that concerns’the Jap
anese alone. If that were

But 
no safe-

us.

___________ —Phillips Brooks.

About one woman in 100 keeps up 
her music after marriage, although 
they may have passed years of their 
own time and spent many dollars be
longing to their fathers In study. The 
number that drops off In art Is even 
greater, but Writing has a fascination 
difficult to resist. A great deal of 
the writing done by women comes 
from homes, more or less comfortable 
and happy, 
not easily duplicated and it would be 
nonsense to compel such women to 
forget their talents. Many " a son has 
been fitted for his life work by the 
ability of his mother to earn money 
at a steady rate.

Much of it is the kind

we are 
move- Suicide seems to be increasing in an 

appalling fashion. One can hardly 
pick up a paper these days without 
seeing reports of a number of cases, 
and a most alarming feature of the 
situation is the fact that the victims 
of the mania are in many instances 
people of refinement,, culture and good 
social position. The case of John 
Grafton Herald, a young medical stu
dent of Queen’s university, of-King
ston, Ont., who killed himself at Win
nipeg, is extremely sad. Coroner’s 
juries usually bring in a verdict of 
“while temporarily insane." We are 
all agreed that to commit the crime 
of self-murder Is prima facie evidence 
of insanity; but having taken this 
view of the matter we are not absolv
ed to the duty of making an inquiry 
into the genesis of the horrible epi
demic which seems to be sweeping 
over the world. Surely it is the most 
difficult of all problems, for are we
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Some Very Choice New 
Spring Styles in Fine 
Carpets Are Now Shown 

on Second Floor

A Big Shipment of Brass 
Beds Just Arrived. 

Ready Today on Our. 
Second Floor
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Invest Your “Cash” Presents in One of These Buffets:
BUFFET—In Early English finished oak.

style has 1 large cupboard with 2 glass doors, and 
at the price asked is fine value. It is finished in 
finest manner. Price, each

This BUFFET—This style has 3 large drawers and large 
cupboard, large bevel mirror, finest trimmings. 
This is a very handsome piece, and if you like 
something new, here it is. Price, each.. I$45.00 

.BUFFET—Still another style in same finish. This 
is also a very handsome piece and of unusual de
sign. Has 2 small and 1 large drawers with shelf 
between. Large bevel mirror with shelf above. 
Price

$25.00
BUFFET—Another Early English oak style. Has 2 

small and 1 large drawers, 21 cupboards, and a 
large bevel mirror, 
design. Price, each

Fine trimmings and pretty
.......................................$40.00 $45.00

MANY OTHER STYLES AND PRICES HERE-COME IN

t 4 i
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MAKERS
------OF-------

FURNITURE 
AND OFFICE 
FITTINGS
That Are 

Better

A

lût “HH5I FUHNIIUHE STORE OF THE “LAST” WEST 
GOVERNMENT STREET, VICTORIA, R.C.
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Your
Health

tVie<l

i
Should have your careful at
tention at all times. Our store 
is known for the purity and 
freshness of our drugs.

We also supply all requisites 
for the toilet table except the 
water.

ill

CYRUS H. BOWES, Chemist, Government St., near Yates
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